. .,.. ak _,. whence 0..., ...,i ·""= 1.
The mechanical strength of the obstacle is measured by the dimensionless parameter 13 (or angle 1JJ ) and corresponds to the c c maximum force the obstacle can sustain without being cut or locally bypassed. A nontransparent line configuration of obstacles constitutes a mechanically stable barrier to the glide of a dislocation under stress T* if 13~ < 13C for all obstacles k on i, hence if 13i < 13c where 13i is the . ak maximum of the ..., i.
As is discussed in ref. 1 , the set of nontransparent obstacle configurations within a given array of obstacles is uniquely determined * .
by the dimensionless applied stress, T , which fixes the dimensionless 
* *
The function S 1 (T) (or, equivalently, its inverse T (S 1 )) specifies the critical resolved shear stress for athermal glide through an array of obstacles of strength Sc. When s 1 <Sc the dislocation will be pinned by at least one obstacle configuration within the array which * * * must be passed by thermal activation. Hence when S 1
The set {Sk} contains the forces exerted on the most stable con- 
*
Since each search area A is a sub-area of an array having a'~it density of Poisson-distributed points, the probability that a point will where a (8 ) (Fig. 4) is the subarea of a(e ) over which A.~-A. .,
The mean segment length <1(T) >in the limiting.configuration compared to that predicted by the Friedel relation {eq. 1.5} and that determined ~y direct computer simulation of glide through arrays of 10 points. The data bars include the mean segment lengSh in the most stable configuration in each of ten arrays of 10 points at each value of the stress·for which a data bar is shown.
